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FLOOR ACTION POSSIBLE

We have received word that Kassebaum has received clearance from Lott to bring her Conference Report to the floor for consideration.

Timing is still unknown but it is very possible it may be as early as today!!!!  Democratic leadership is doing a whip count today to ask for positions of Senators on opposing a cloture vote.

Kassebaum has been purported as saying she believes she can overcome the 60 vote target for any point of order on the bill and supposedly also for a cloture vote.

Since time is so precious these days the longer the opposition the more problems she has with retaining the floor. We need, must have, your Senator's support and physical presence on the floor to oppose the conference report. I will be delivering to your offices this morning an updated Summary and What is Wrong with the Conference Report.

I will keep you updated as information comes in. I look forward to your help on the floor. Get your boss to reach out to two or three other non-committee Senators on this issue to firm up their support.

Thanks  
OMER